
Design aptitude and creative thinking

Some of the most sought-after skills are the ability to 
creatively solve problems and create work that helps 
solve a problem.

Designers often must work:

• Within budget restraints

• With specific size specifications

• On designs targeted to a wide or specific audience

• Across different applications

• With multiple team members

• Within tight deadlines



Design aptitude and creative thinking

Explore different problem-
solving techniques.

Try different brainstorming 
methods including list-
making, mind-mapping.

Become proficient 
sketching your ideas out –

even if you can’t draw.

Challenge yourself to 
produce many solutions to 

the same problem. 

Get comfortable doing 
things outside of your 

comfort zone.



ARTISTIC ABILITY

Do you need to be able to draw to be a designer. 

The answer is no, 

However, I do think it’s helpful if you can visually 
convey ideas quickly and the quickest method for 
that is being able to sketch.

Sketching is a skill that can be learned regardless of 
whether you can draw or not.









Design Project STages

Design projects are typically broken into several 
different stages. This will vary greatly by the type of 
project, whether this is a corporate work 
environment or a freelance project, size of the team, 
client needs and other factors. However, I would like 
to walk you through the general phases of a design 
project and the designer's role in each.



Discuss idea with client

Create a design 
brief/understand deliverables

Present ideas

Create initial 
designs/sketches

Make revisions Project completion



Educational paths

FORMAL
• 4 year degree
• 2 year degree
• Professional certificate/portfolio 

programs

Advantages: credentials, cohesive 
path; professional network

INFORMAL
• Self-taught
• Online classes and resources
• Peer/mentorship

Advantages: less expensive, learn 
just what interests you; learn at 
your own pace

As a designer you will always be learning new skills, 
design trends and technology



Technical SKILLS And software 

Designers use a variety of 
software.

Industry Standards:

Design

• Illustrator

• Photoshop

• InDesign

• Corel Draw

• Online tools (Canva)

Web Design

Content Management Systems 
and web builders (WordPress, 
Squarespace, Wix, Joomla)

Html

Css

3D Modeling

Video Editing
Adobe Premier
Adobe After Effects
Final Cut Pro



Adobe

Adobe Illustrator
Create vector-based graphics and 
illustrations.
Vector: Artwork made up of points, 
lines, and curves that are based upon 
mathematical equations, rather than 
a solid-colored square pixels. Vectors 
allow art to be scaled to any size

Adobe makes non design software 
too.



Adobe

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop is the industry 
standard for raster graphics editing, 
but in digital art as a whole.

A raster graphics or bitmap image is 
a dot matrix data structure that 
represents a generally rectangular 
grid of pixels



Adobe

Adobe InDesign
Desktop publishing and typesetting 
software that can be used to create 
brochures, magazines, newspapers, 
presentations, books and ebooks.



Adobe

Adobe Premier and After Effects
Premier: Timeline-based video 
editing 

After Effects: Create motion graphics 
and visual effects for film, TV, video, 
& the web.



Building a portfolio

In order to gain both freelance and full-time work, 
designers create portfolios that showcases their 
work, style, and capabilities. 

• Building a portfolio takes effort and time.

• Most potential employees will want to see a 
portfolio.

• In most cases, digital (online portfolios) are 
acceptable, but some employees may want to see 
printed work.

• I typically suggest an online portfolio be created 
as well as a PDF of work samples in case you have 
an interview without access to internet.



Building a portfolio

PICKING WORK:

• Choose appropriate work

• Start with strongest work

• Context and content

• 10-12 pieces

• Only present work you are proud of

BUILDING A PORTFOLIO

• Use pieces from school or client work

• Volunteer if needed to build work

• You will attract the type of work you put out there, so 
be careful to only show the types of work you are 
interested in doing



Gaining experience

• Volunteer

• Non-paid work (be specific)

• Reimagine products – Create your own projects

• Internships

• Increase your design diet – books, magazines, 
Pinterest

• Study art and art history

• Network and attend professional events  (AIGA, 
MeetUp groups)

• Find a mentor



What you need to know

• There are many graphic design tools and technologies 
that range from easy-to-use web-based applications 
to more robust software programs and sometimes 
coding languages.

• Adobe design programs continue to be the industry 
standard.

• Mastering both creative skills and technical skills will 
make you stand out from the competition.

• Building a design portfolio is critical for showcasing 
your work to potential clients and employers.
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